The job

- Carleton University, Sprott School of Business in Ottawa, Canada invites applications for a postdoctoral position in Supply Chain Management and Data Analytics.
- This is a full-time appointment, which will be initially for one year and can be extended based on performance.
- The candidate will work on smart supply chain research projects that heavily use information systems and big data analytics. Smart supply chain turns data into insights which enables better supply chain decision making in areas such as collaboration, resource utilization, purchasing, demand forecast, and inventory planning.
- This position requires the candidate to conduct research including data collection and analysis, writing for publication in academic conferences and journals, and developing grant proposals.

The candidate

- Qualified candidates for this position must have
  o Completed PhD in Operations Management or Supply Chain Management within last two years.
  o Some experience in the design, implementation, and/or management of information systems.
  o Working knowledge in the areas of e-commerce and social commerce
  o Strong quantitative analytical and empirical skills.
- Strong preference is given to those with big data skills such as data parsing/crawling and R.

The Application

Applications will include:

- Cover letter
- Detailed current curriculum vitae
- Statement of research interests
- Sample publications
- The names of three referees

The application deadline is August 1st, 2014 or until the job is filled. Send your application by email to Dr. Ahmed Doha (ahmed.doha@carleton.ca) at the Supply Chain Management department, Sprott School of Business, Carleton University.